Choose from the Following Presentations:
Baltimore, The War Years: A City and its Citizens on the Homefront
During World War II, Baltimore, its citizens, and the industries that employed them were truly
transformed. Three manufacturing forces--steel, ships, and aircraft--employed well over
100,000 people locally, won countless production awards, and forever shifted the opinions of
who could be employed to do which jobs. The “Big Three” were just the beginning, as the
businesses and industries that supported and assisted them numbered in the hundreds. An
all-consuming war effort also meant change to the social fabric of the city, a fabric stressed
and occasionally torn, as gender and racial barriers collapsed under the need for every citizen
to make as great a contribution as his or her individual abilities made possible.
The Story of the Port of Baltimore
Were it not for the Port, there may have never been a Baltimore, or a Baltimore that any of
today’s citizens would recognize. The Port is, was and has always been a source of
prosperity for “The Queen City of the Patapsco”. But the story of the port is more than the
long touted “Location, location, location” mantra - it is a story of the work and works of
thousands of people written over hundreds of years. The people, the ships, the overnight
steamers of the Old Bay Line - all of these and more have led us to today’s Helen Deilich
Bentley Port of Baltimore: cargoes coming and going in massive numbers. The story of the
port is a truly fascinating one, a story told in this dramatic session.
Baltimore, Mid-Century: People, Places, Priorities in the 1950’s
A decade of dramatic change: the 1950’s in Baltimore largely reflected the changes
occurring nationwide, many of them with a local aspect. But more than the changing national
scene, Baltimore rebuilt, restored, revised and occasionally endured a series of changes
that forever changed the fabric of the city. This unexpectedly dynamic decade made lasting,
fundamental changes to the way people lived, where they lived, how they moved in and
around their environment and to many of the places they gained employment.
A Mill on the Patapsco: The Rise, Operation and Decline of the Sparrows Point Steel Mill
Today the Bethlehem Steel Sparrows Point Steel Mill is but a memory, remembered by many
with a degree of fondness. There is a history of a place long known as “The Point”, its people,
its community, the company that employed them, and the impacts that all of this had over
time. This program is a survey of the great, the good, the not so good; the happy and the
sad; the successes and failures of a business that dominated a region and many thousands
of lives for over a hundred years.
Destination Baltimore: The Story of Immigration and Opportunity
For almost two million people, Baltimore was the destination that promised a new life, hope
and opportunity. Beginning in earnest in the 18th century, accelerating through the 19th,
immigrants provided the labor force so necessary for Baltimore to become an industrial
powerhouse. Early arrivals endured often tortuous Atlantic crossings under sail. Later steam
powered ships sped the trip, but steerage accommodation offered little improvement to time
spent at sea. Who were these people? Where were they from? Why did they abandon their
homes? These and other questions are explored in Destination Baltimore.

